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A FEW THEOREMS ON COMPLETION OF
EXCELLENT RINGS υ

PAOLO VALABREGA

Introduction.

In [2], chap. IV, 2me partie, (7.4.8), Grothendieck considered the
following problem: is any m-adic completion of an excellent ring A also
excellent?

In [8] I proved that, if A is an algebra of finite type over an
arbitrary field k, the answer is positive.

When A is finitely generated over an excellent Dedekind domain C
there is a partial positive answer in [5] for C = Dedekind domain of
characteristic 0 and with perfect residue fields.

In the present paper I can remove the condition on the residue fields
and show that, if A is an algebra of finite type over an excellent ring
C of characteristic 0 and dimension 1, then (A,m)^ is excellent for every
ideal m of A.

The result follows from a proper use of jacobian criteria of re-
gularity and from a theorem I can prove here on the closedness of
singular loci. Precisely I can show that, if R is m-adically separated
and complete, jβ/m is excellent and the singular locus of every finite R-
algebra is closed, then the formal fibers of R are geometrically regular.
Such result allows us also to prove excellent property for some new class
of completions of excellent rings for instance, if A is a two-dimensional
Nagata ring, all m-adic completions of A are excellent rings.

I wish to thank prof. H. Matsumura for many useful conversations
on the subject of this paper.

n. 1
Terminology will be the same as in [8] and [3]. Unique exception:
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128 PAOLO VALABREGA

a ring will be called "quasi excellent" when it has all properties of ex-

cellent rings except that perhaps it is not universally catenary.

In the present section there are some auxiliary results on Dedekind

domains and maximal ideals in polynomial rings.

PROPOSITION 1: Let C be a Nagata Dedekind domain, p c C a

maximal ideal, K = C/p, K a finite extension of K. Then there are a

domain C containing C and a maximal ideal p of C such that:

( i ) C is a finite C-module

(ii) C is a Nagata Dedekind domain;

(iii) p lies over p;

(iv)

Proof: We have: K = K[a19 -,an], where the a/s are algebraic

over K. Using induction on n we can assume that n = 1, say K = K[a],

with fia) — 0 minimal monic equation of a over K. Lift f{T) to a

monic polynomial F(T) e C[T] and consider the finite free module C =

C[Γ]/(F(T)). Since C'jpC = K[T]/(f(T)) = K[a]=K,pC is maximal in

C". Moreover C'pC, is a DVR with parameter any parameter of Cp. Take

now C = derived normal ring of C, p = minimal prime over JJC7, hence

over p. Then Q = C'pC'9 since C7 is normal at pC ([7], chap. V, (33.1));

so C/p = CVpC7 = £ .

C is finite over C, since C is Nagata. So C is Nagata.

Remark: Of course, if C is excellent, then also C is excellent.

PROPOSITIOM 2: Let C be a Dedekind domain, A = C t ^ , , Xn] =

C[X] α polynomial ring and Έίl a maximal ideal of A such that Wl Π C =

(0). Then ffl has height n.

Proof: Induction on n. First of all, if n = 1, any maximal ideal

of A lying over (0) must have height 1, by [9], appendix 1, proposition

1. In dimension n we know that W = M Π C[XU ,Xn-i\ is maximal

and so we have: ht(2B0 = n - 1. Moreover 3ft =£ Sft'A, so that ht(SK) =

ht(2R0 + 1 ([9], loc. cit.).

PROPOSITION 3: Let K be a field, A = K[Zi, , Xn] =

nomial ring and Sft α maximal ideal of A. Then there are a field K>

finite extension of K, and a maximal ideal 3JI of K[X] such that:

(i) mίϊ[X] c m
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(ii) 9tt = (Xx — alf ,Xn — αJXEXI, where the at's are suitable
elements in K.

Proof: By Hubert's Nullstellensatz 2K has an algebraic zero (a19

• , an) in Rn, where K is an algebraic closure of K. But such a zero
belongs to the finite extension K = Z[α]. Then SDt = (XL — α1? ,Xn —

TX] is the required ideal.

n. 2
In the present section we prove some results on the closedness of

singular loci for Radically complete rings.

THEOREM 4: Let R be a noetherian ring and $ an ideal such that:
( i ) R is Radically separated and complete
(ii) Rffi is quasi excellent;
(iii) R is J - 2.
Then R is quasi excellent.

Proof: Let $ be a prime ideal of J?: we have to show that R/ψ
is a G-ring. If $ c Sβ there is nothing to prove. Therefore we can
assume that $ is not contained in Sβ, so that R/ψ is again Radically
separated and complete. Hence we can assume that R is a domain
satisfying conditions (i)-(iii).

Let 3K be a maximal ideal of R and put C — Rm. By [3], chap.
XIII (33. E)> lemma 3, it is enough to show that, if D is a domain finite
as a C-module and O is a prime ideal of D = (D, Had (D))^ such that
Q Π JD = (0), then the local ring Z)Q is regular.

Put: X = Spec φ ) , X7 = Spec (15) and let / : X7 -> X be the canonical
map. Then it is enough to show that f~ι (Reg (X)) c Reg (X7).

Assume that Y = f~ι (Reg (X)) Π Sing (XO Φ 0. Since R is J - 2, D
is J — 1, i.e. the set Reg(X) is open in X. On the other hand Sing(X7)
is closed, since D is a complete semilocal ring (Nagata's jacobian criteria).
Therefore Y is locally closed and not empty, which implies that it con-
tains a prime ideal p' such that dim(D/j>0 < 1 ([3], chap. XIII, (33. F),
lemma 5). Since p' cannot be maximal, we have: dim(J5/pO = 1. Now
Dp, is singular, while Dp is regular, if p = p' Π D. So also the local
ring βp,fpΰp, is singular by [3], (21. D), theorem 51). From these facts
we want to deduce a contradiction.

Put: E = ΰ/p', 3' = R Π p; = i? Π p, so that Λ/3/<=—>D/p<=—>E are
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inclusions of domains. Moreover put: mA = Radical of A, for any ring
A we have to consider.

Considering the ideal %E we have two alternatives:
(i) %E = (0): this means that %D c p' hence %D c p, so that D/p

is a finite β/^-module. But R/% is quasi excellent, hence D/p is quasi
excellent, which means in particular that Dp,/pDp, must be a regular local
ring; but this is absurd.

(ii) %E Φ (0): since £ is a noetherian local domain of dimension 1,
%E defines its natural topology. In other words there is an integer r > 0
such that mr

E cz %E. Now E/%E is a homomorphic image of E/xnr

E =
homomorphic image of D/m~ = D/mr

D = finite module over C/mr

c = R/ίΰlr.
Finally E/%E is a finite module over R. Since R is Radically separated
and complete E is finite over R or, which is the same, over #/$'• Hence
i?/$/c=—>D/p^—> E are all finite inclusions of one-dimensional domains.
But D/p is a Nagata ring by [6], proposition 1 hence, being one-dimen-
sional, it is quasi excellent. But this fact is absurd.

Finally Y = 0, which means that R is a G-ring.
Here now a list of the main corollaries:

COROLLARY 5: Let R be a noetherian domain and $ a non zero
ideal of R such that: (i) dim (R) = 2 (ii) R is Radically separated and
complete; (iii) R/^is a Nagata ring. Then R is quasi excellent.

Proof: Since dim(#/$) < 1, R/% is quasi excellent. Consider now
a domain D which is a finite β-module. If dim (D) < 1, then D is quasi
excellent, hence / — 1, because it is Nagata ([6], proposition 1). If
dim (D) = 2, there is a non zero element / e Rad (D) hence Df is a one-
dimensional Nagata domain ([6], proposition 1), so that Df is J — 1
(Regφ,) = Norφ,) = open set).

Therefore R is J — 2 and also quasi excellent by theorem 4.

COROLLARY 6: Let R be a Nagata domain of dimension 2. Then
any proper %-adic completion of R is quasi excellent.

Proof: immediate from corollary 5.

COROLLARY 7: Let R be a regular domain of dimension 3 and
characteristic 0. If R is Radically separated and complete for some ideal
$ and R/% is excellent, then R is excellent.
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Proof: No problem for universal catenarianness, since R is regular.
If φ is a prime ideal such that dim (#/$)< 2, then either ^ c ί p and
we are done by hypothesis, or $ g. ψ, so that we can apply corollary 5.
Moreover there is no problem at the origin since R is supposed regular.

COROLLARY 8: Let R be a quasi excellent ring of dimension 3 such
that R/?β has characteristic 0 for every prime ψ of height 0. Then any
&adic completion of R is quasi excellent.

Proof: RegCR/$β) is open for every prime of height 0 in R, since
R c=—> R is a regular map. As far as prime ideals of height greater
than 0 are concerned, we can apply corollary 5.

Remark: In corollary 7 and 8 we consider rings containing the ring
Z of integers, but not necessarily the field of rational numbers.

n. 3
In the present section we prove our main theorem on the excellent

property for the m-adic completions of algebras of finite type over ex-
cellent Dedekind domains, obtaining a generalization of the main result
given in [5], where the residue fields of the base ring are supposed to
be perfect.

THEOREM 9: Let C be an excellent ring of dimension 1 and such
that C/^β has characteristic 0 (but perhaps unequal characteristic) for
every Sβ of height 0. Then any m-adic completion of an algebra of finite
type over C is an excellent ring.

Proof: Step I) If R = completion of an algebra of finite type over
C with respect to some m-adic topology, then R is isomorphic with some
residue ring of C[X19 "9Xn][[Y19 , Γ J ] - ClX\ΰΣϊ\, where the Z/s
and the Y/s are variables ([7], chap. II, (17.5)). So we can assume that
R = C[X][[Y]].

Step II) R is excellent if and only if R/?β is excellent for every
prime 3̂ of height 0, which lies over some prime p of C. So we can
assume that C is a domain.

Step III) If C = derived normal ring of C, then R = C[X][[Y]] is a
finite i2-module. By [1], theorem 3.1 and cor. 3.2, we can assume that
C = C = Dedekind domain.

Step IV) By proposition 4 of n. 2 it is enough to show that R is
J — 2, since C[X] is an excellent ring.
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Step V) Assume that ^eSpec(B), φ n C Φ (0). Then #/φ is ex-
cellent by [81, theorem 4. In particular we are done in this case with
J — 2 property.

Step VI) Let us check property / - 2 when φ e Spec (#), φ Π C = (0)
and there exists a maximal ideal Έi containing φ such that 3K ίl C = (0).
Since J2/Sβ has characteristic 0 we have only to show that RegCR/Sβ)
contains a non empty open set. Let us observe the following facts:

( i ) Rm 2 L = fraction field of C
(ii) char(L) = 0;
(iii) R/ffll is algebraic over L;
(iv) dim CBga) = ht(9K) = w + m (proposition 2, together with the

fact that SK is generated by the Y/s and a system of generators of Έi
modulo (Y))

(v) Der̂ CRga) contains % + m independent derivations, i.e. the
partial ones.

Therefore rk(DerL (Rm)) = n + m = dim (Rm), which means that Rm

is a ring of analytic type over L ([3], definition (2.4)). Hence, by [3],
theorem (2.5), there are fl9 ,/ r e φ and A, , Z>r e DerL (β^) such
that:

( i )
(ii)
(iii) d = dέt (Di(fj))eφ.

Moreover the D/s can be chosen among the partial derivatives, so
that they map R into R. We can easily conclude that Rd/^Rd is a re-
gular domain, i.e. that Reg(#/$β) contains a non empty open set.

Step VII) Let us check property / - 2 in the following case:
?βe Spec(-B), ψ Π C — (0), but, for every maximal ideal Wl containing ψ,
we have that mf)C = pΦ(0). Therefore (p,.ΛGD, ,ΛQD, (Y)) is a
system of generators for 9W, if the //s are polynomials whose images
modulo p generate ίSR modulo (£>,(Y)). Put: K^Cjp. If # is finite,
then it is perfect and RegCR/$β) contains a non empty open set as it is
shown in [5], theorem (2.1) (precisely the argument at the end of the
proof of that theorem). So we can assume that K is an infinite field:
this means that a necessary condition is fulfilled to allow us to use the
concept of "a ring of analytic type over the discrete valuation ring Cp"
in the sense of [5], definition (1.1).

By proposition 3 we can choose K = finite extension of K such that
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m = Wl modulo (p, (Y)) = (fίy ,/JK[Z] has an algebraic zero (α1? .., an)

belonging to Kn and M c if = (Zx - sL, . ., Xn - an)K[X\.
By proposition 1, K can be lifted to a finite module over C, say C,

such that C czC, C = Dedekind domain, C/f> = E", for some j3 lying over p.
Put: M = φ , ^ - αlf . ,Xn - αn> (Γ))C[X][[Y]], where the α«'s are

arbitrary inverse images of the α/s modulo p (and belong to C).
Then we have: ψR c 9Ki? c ?K, where Λ = C[Z][[Z1]. Therefore

we can choose β e Spec (R) such that: (i) ?βR c O c SOΐ (ii) fi» is minimal
over ^ββ. Then we obtain: 1) O Π R = β̂ (going down theorem) 2)
δ Π C = (0) (by 1)). Since we have the finite inclusion B/Sβ=—>β/O
we can, by [1], corollary 2.2, show that RegCR/O) contains a non empty
open set, to deduce the same property for R /$β.

Let us observe the following facts: (i) R& is a regular local ring
containing C;; (ii) d/dΓ* and dfd(Xi — aτ) = djdXί9 for every ΐ, maps JB#
into itself.

Therefore β§ is a ring of analytic type over C;, in the sense of
[4], definition (2.4). By [4], theorem (1.7), we can choose among the
partial derivatives r derivations D19 , D r (with r — ht(Cb)) and gl9

. ., gr e O) such that <2 = det (D^gj)) g O. Finally we see that Reg (Λ/fl.)
contains the non empty open set Rd/DRd.

Step VIII) The preceding steps show that R is quasi excellent. Since
it is regular it is also universally catenary, hence excellent.
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